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microsoft visual studio team services is a collection of services for software developers, including a source control service (team foundation server), a build service (tfvc), a test service (test manager), and a document services (onedrive for business). visual studio team services is also integrated with office online, so you can access your tfs projects
from any device or browser that has internet access. learn more we're happy to announce visual studio 2019 version 16.2 is available. visual studio 2019 is a fast and free development experience for every kind of application. visual studio 2019 includes the newest version of the.net framework, c#, and visual basic that deliver better productivity,
and deeper integration between code and your code. other highlights of the visual studio 2019 release include updated support for c++, ios/macos, and android development; the latest version of visual studio code, the cross-platform.net development environment, and the first preview of the.net core 2.1 sdk for mac. learn more we are excited to
announce the visual studio 2019 preview for visual studio code. this preview enables you to explore a preview of c# and typescript support, as well as add-ons for visual studio code. visual studio code is a free, lightweight, and extensible code editor built from the same visual studio core as visual studio. you can use visual studio code to create and

edit code across all the microsoft platforms you use today, including windows, macos, and linux. learn more today, we are excited to announce the availability of the visual studio 2019 preview for visual studio code. this preview enables you to explore a preview of c# and typescript support, as well as add-ons for visual studio code. visual studio
code is a free, lightweight, and extensible code editor built from the same visual studio core as visual studio. you can use visual studio code to create and edit code across all the microsoft platforms you use today, including windows, macos, and linux. learn more
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Youll be able to see the available actions and choose the one that suits you best. If you choose to remove
only the uninstalled components, youll also be able to choose which ones to remove. This helps ensure

that only those components that were never installed remain on your machine. In addition, youll be able
to customize your removal experiences based on the component groups that are being uninstalled. For

example, you can opt to only remove the Visual Designer components if you dont plan to use Visual
Studio. Using Preview 5, we added a new feature that allows customers to change their activation type
from the Windows system to the Microsoft Account. Microsoft Account users have been able to change
their activation type from their individual account to the Microsoft Account through Intune for the last

several releases of Windows, but we have found that many people were not utilizing this functionality. To
provide additional flexibility for customers, we have provided the ability to activate Visual Studio on their
own Microsoft Account. Building on the current flexibility of Windows activation options in Windows 10,
Visual Studio is now offered with Microsoft Account activation options on a per-license basis. You can

choose to install the license on a per-user basis using a Microsoft Account or on a per-machine basis by
using a Windows account. If you are upgrading an existing Visual Studio installation, you can also choose

to install on a per-machine basis using a Microsoft Account. In Preview 5, we provided the ability for
multiple users to be working on the same code at one time from their local machines. To support this,

Visual Studio and the cloud are now synchronized every ten minutes. 5ec8ef588b
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